Hierarchical structured Ni nanoring and hollow sphere arrays by morphology inheritance based on ordered through-pore template and electrodeposition.
Fabrication of micro/nano-hierarchical Ni ordered nanostructured arrays is demonstrated by electrochemical deposition on the ordered alumina through-pore template induced by solution-dipping the colloidal monolayer. The morphology of the Ni nanostructured arrays exhibits a ringlike or hollow spherical structure depending on the template geometry and appropriate deposition parameters. The skeletons of the arrays are of floc- or flakelet-like fine structure on the nanoscale. The formation of such morphologies is attributed to the preferential growth along the inner wall of the alumina pores, while the nanoflakelet fine structure originates from a morphology inheritance process or the transitional product Ni(OH)2 which leads to the final nanostructured Ni crystals. This morphology inherence could be useful in the field of nanofabrication. Such micro/nano-hierarchically structured arrays show good magnetic properties and will find applications in the fields of catalysis, magnetics, optoelectrics, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), and new nanodevices.